Internships

ARCA (Mebane, NC) various positions available PAID Express 1/31/13 ARCA makes life better by securing and simplifying transactions around the world. Whether we are a technology company, we see beyond the hardware and software to the real problems that we help people solve. We deliver a better customer experience than anyone else and we prove to you what being a part of a unique potential force means and self-service kiosk systems. ARCA was a pioneer in bringing cash recycling technology to the U.S. market and continues to provide our customers with the most advanced solutions on the market.

Position titles available are Marketing Content Creator and Graphic Arts Production Intern. A Marketing Content Creator job includes; Writing press releases (based on content outlines) - 1 per week; Developing copy for brochures and marketing collateral; Writing copy for website; and; Copy writing for white papers, case studies, by-lined articles. The Graphic Arts Production Intern is in charge of design and production of marketing collateral (brochures, ads, case studies, white papers, web graphics, and presentations), in-house resource for internal documents and interior building signs, and branding elements. For more information and how to apply, visit the Elon Job Network Job I.D. 7715 and 7716

Bristol Meyers Squibb (Lawrenceville, NJ or Wallingford CT) Undergraduate Summer Intern in Global Development Operations (GDO) PAID Express 3/1/13 The Bristol-Meyers Squibb R&D organization is an innovative, productive, and respected scientific research organization. We discover and develop innovative, cost-effective medicines that address significant unmet medical needs and enhance human life. The Global Development Operations (GDO) organization is responsible for the conduct of clinical trials across 2/3 of the drug development process and consists of over 1300 colleagues across the globe. As part of GDO, the summer intern will work under the supervision of an experienced member of GDO and will be given a defined project(s) focused on organizational need and intern experience/interest. The intern will have the opportunity to interact with colleagues across multiple sites and levels. Potential areas of focus include: (1) the analysis of data as part of our ongoing efforts to optimize processes and understand our performance; (2) continuous improvement efforts, as well as, review and streamline several clinical sites; understand where bottlenecks exist and opportunities to enhance the efficiency of the contracting process. Applicants must have completed their junior year. For more information and how to apply, visit the Elon Job Network Job I.D. 7733

Fine Art Carolina (Mebane, NC) Art Marketing Express 1/25/13 Learn the ins and outs of marketing for an art gallery in a diverse role that serves the community at large as well as the art community through hosting teaching workshops, guest artist exhibits and receptions honoring individuals and causes that benefit the Mebane area. The intern chosen will spearhead social networking efforts, while assisting in promotions, events, and more. He/she will assist with the creation and development of public relations campaigns, including broadcast publicity, email marketing, direct mail pieces, and publications. In addition: he/she will co-ordinate and lead the Fine Art Carolina team in grassroots marketing efforts to the Triad and Piedmont in the following manner: 1) Administer a brochure distribution campaign; 2) Help plan and draft content for email marketing; 3) Research other areas for expanding exposure to targeted audiences; 4) Help increase gallery attendance in collaboration with our workshop education and event programs; and, 5) Act as a liaison with city government and various civic organizations to promote Fine Art and our goal of enriching the community through art. For more information and how to apply, visit the Elon Job Network Job I.D. 7694

J&M Zell Partners (Washington, DC) Commercial Real Estate Intern PAID J&M Zell Partners is pleased to offer the opportunity for a summer internship. Our interns will gain firsthand experience in all aspects of commercial real estate while also gaining insight as to the operations of an entrepreneurial consulting firm. We pride ourselves in providing our interns with a variety of experiences during their tenure. J&M Zell consists of an exceptional team of experts in multiple disciplines who we encourage to think broadly as well as to apply their specific expertise to any engagement. Each position ensures that many ideas, avenues and perspectives are explored to develop feasible strategies that deliver the best value – and results – for the client. Key disciplines include finance, construction, land planning, legal consulting, brokerage, interior design, space planning, operations planning, relocation services, project management and marketing. We pride ourselves on our professionalism, real estate knowledge, strategic approach, innovative thinking, practical business sense and complete objectivity. For more information and how to apply, visit the Elon Job Network Job I.D. 7695

Under Armour (Baltimore, MD) various positions available PAID Express 2/1/2013 Interns at Under Armour contribute to meaningful work and make an impact. If you are interested in a fast paced entrepreneurial environment where you can contribute to a growth company then read on! Internships are available year round, with the flagship Summer League taking place from May–August. All interns must have at least one semester remaining at a college or university to be eligible. Will You Protect This House? Available positions include: Performance Footwear Social Media Rookie, Desktop Support Rookie, Technical Design Rookie, Grassroots Events Rookie, IT- Business Analytics Rookie, Material Development Rookie, Apparel Design Rookie, Action Sports Rookies Rookie, Retail Merchandising Rookie, Mail Account Sales Rookie, and Consumer Insights Rookie. For more information and how to apply, visit the Elon Job Network Job I.D. 7690 and 7770.

Jobs

Applied Physics Laboratory (Laurel, MD) Full-Time Opportunities for Entry Level Technical Professionals APL has entry level opportunities in a number of technical areas including but not limited to following: Aerospace/aeronautics, Communications engineering, Controls Engineering, Hardware Design, Information Systems/ Security, Network/Computer engineering, Signal processing, Software Engineering, Space Physics, and System Engineering/Analysis. Qualifications for these positions include college graduated majoring in electrical engineering, computer engineering, computer science, cyber security, information systems, systems engineering, mechanical engineering, aerospace engineering, or applied math and applied physics, with a minimum of 3.0/4.0 GPA. For more information and how to apply, visit the Elon Job Network Job 7617 and 7620

BB&T (Winston-Salem, NC) Leadership Development Program Express 1/25/13 BB&T Corporation, headquartered in Winston-Salem, N.C., is among the nation’s top financial-holding companies with $168 billion in assets and market capitalization of $14.9 billion, as of Sept. 30, 2011. Its bank subsidiaries operate approximately 1,800 financial centers in the Carolinas, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Georgia, Tennessee, Maryland, Florida, Alabama, Indiana, Texas and Washington, D.C. The BB&T operating strategy distinguishes it from other financial holding companies. The BB&T banking subsidiaries are organized as a group of community banks, each with a regional president, which allows decisions to be made locally, close to the customer. This operating strategy also makes BB&T’s customer service more responsive, reliable, and empathetic. The BB&T Leadership Development Program is comprehensive, structured training program that provides future leaders of BB&T with a strong foundation in the financial services industry. For more information and how to apply, visit the Elon Job Network Job I.D. 3471

League of Women Voters (Washington, DC) various positions available The League of Women Voters is searching for applicants for two computer technology-intensive positions. The first is an Online Technology Specialist/Support, who is responsible for helping to develop and support the online activities and technology projects of the League of Women Voters. The OTS will work with colleagues throughout the national organization, and state and local Leagues, to help create, develop and support innovative, user-friendly online tools for use by LWVUS, state and local Leagues, and members. The second position is an Online Content Associate, who is responsible for helping to develop, write and edit interesting and engaging content and ideas for the League of Women Voters’ website, blogs, email campaigns and social media channels. The OCA will work with colleagues throughout the national organization, and state and local Leagues, to help create innovative content and campaigns to support League initiatives and engage supporters. The OCA will play a critical role in helping ensure that the League’s online education and advocacy content is relevant and effective. For more information and how to apply, visit the Elon Job Network Job I.D. 7608 (OTS) and 7609 (OTA).

Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. (Herndon, VA) Volkswagen Graduate Program Express 1/20/13 The Volkswagen Graduate Program is designed for recent college graduates with a strong interest in automotive industry careers. Selected individuals will rotate through different functions within the organization, graduates have an enhanced opportunity to be in hired full-time positions aligning with business needs and personal career interests. The VW Graduate Program offers a wide-range of benefits, vehicle lease programs, comprehensive compensation and possible travel opportunities. For more information and how to apply, visit the Elon Job Network Job I.D. 7650.

Mentors of the Week

Cynthia Atkin Elon University 2002 Ms. Atkin received her Bachelor’s degree in Corporate Communications. She now works as a Marketing Manager for the Maps division at the National Geographic Society. For more information on this mentor, please visit the Elon Job Network, Select the Mentor Tab and search Record I.D. 30

Cynthia Atkin Elon University 2002 Ms. Atkin received her Bachelor’s degree in Corporate Communications. She now works as a Marketing Manager for the Maps division at the National Geographic Society. For more information on this mentor, please visit the Elon Job Network, Select the Mentor Tab and search Record I.D. 30

Juan Arrieta Elon University 2006 Arrieta graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in Finance, and worked at Burt’s Bees in International Finance before moving to Marketing, as well as Johnson & Johnson in various Finance roles in US and Int’l rotations. Arrieta’s advice for students is, “Network as best you can and know where you want to end up.” For more information on this mentor, please visit the Elon Job Network, Select the Mentor Tab and search Record I.D. 780

Peter Keaveney Lehigh University 1985 Keaveney graduated from Lehigh University with a major in Economics. He now works as Head of Investment Management Services - Americas for BNY Mellon Asset Servicing. Responsible for managing the business with over 60 Investment Manager Clients who have outsourced their middle-office functions to the firm. Keaveney advises students, “Find something that you are passionate about and excites and challenges you every day!” For more information on this mentor, please visit the Elon Job Network, Select the Mentor Tab and search Record I.D. 1078

Thomas Smiddy Elon University 1988 Smiddy is the owner and operator of a residential and commercial pest management firm which provides a variety of services such as Pest control, Termite control, Fumigation, and Real Estate inspections. Smiddy advises students, “Find your passion! Something you are really good at and the rest will take care of itself. Remember, the world does not owe you anything. Your college degree will open some doors but it’s up to you after that!” For more information on this mentor, please visit the Elon Job Network, Select the Mentor Tab and search Record I.D. 399

We post jobs, employer events and internship opportunities on EJN and our Facebook account daily. @ Elon Career Services at Elon Career.